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EWORD 

This manual will discuss techniques and precautions especially for 

the Coronado 15. A General Handbook also accompanies this manual 

ask that rc"d both of the booklets prior to sailinq. 

Rigging Illustration 

Riggill(J . 

............................ . 2 

3 

Coronado 1 is high fCllmance bOd!. Ther!!fore you 

this manual cautious and pract until you feel 

fident. Once you have a "feel" for the balance of the boat you can enjoy 

hours of fun and excitement in a wide variety of wind conditions. 

, Jib Track Cll'"t, Traveller 

Outhaul, Cunningham, Boom Vang, Forestay, 

Halyard, Centerboard. Rudder, Mast 

4 

5 

boat is 
Coronado 15 Class 

without 

rict one-desiqt1 sailboat (see 

do not make rnodificatiol15 

Rules. Should ever decrd., 

race or sell your boat, you will want to be certain that it can meet the 

Class Rules. 

The techniques discussed herein are only general. You may want to 

one or more of the 

hJVe become fa 

with the Silt 

books available 

wi th the boat 

beginning enthusiast in 

Teak Boom, Hikinn 

Draining Hull, Launching 

Stepping the Mast 

Tuning the Mast . 

Self Bai dnd Righting 

Tiller, Beaching 

Trailering 

Rudder 

8 
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I 

.I,. 

Class Association. 

Closing Words 

12 
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RIGGING 

A detailed rigging diagram is shown on the opposite page. An ex· 

planation of the rigging and equipment follows: 

1. Mainsheet· The mainsheet consists of the lines, blocks, and cleat 

which control the mainsail and boom. For ordinary day sailing, only 

the general boom position is important. For competitive sailboat racing, 

the trim of the mainsail becomes critical at all times. The swivel main· 

sheet cleat allows you to adjust the position of the mainsail either by 

letting the sail out in reaching or running situations, or by hauling the 

sail inboard when sailing on a beat. The most important aspect of the 

mainsheet cleat is to keep the line in your hand at all times while sail· 

ing; ready to be quickly released in the event of a hard puff of wind that 

might lead to capsize. This same thought should be kept in mind reo 

lative to the crew and the jib sheets he controls. Always keep the 

sheets in hand and ready to uncleat in an emergency. Never wrap the 

sheets around your hands in such a way that they may become im· 
possible to release instantly. 

2. Adjustable Jib track and cleat - The adjustable jib fairlead and 

Cleat allows the skipper to trim the jib to its optimum performance 

position. Since jib sails are cut differently by different sailmakers, 

every jib must be trimmed according to its design, fullness, and shape. 

The fairlead car when pushed forward along its track, causes the jib sheet 

to pull down on the leech of the sail. When the fairlead is moved aft, the 

jib sheet will tighten the foot of the sail when the sail is close hauled. 

The optimum position for the fairlead is determined by drawing in the 

jib sail to the close hauled position and then slowly luffing the sail into 

the wind. When a uniform luff is achieved along the entire leading edge 

of the 'jib, the fairlead is in the correct position. If the top of the sail 
luffs first, move the fairlead forward. If the bottom half of the sail 

luffs first, move the fairlead aft along the track. A few trial and error 

experiments while under way and soon you will have the fairlead in its 

proper position. 

3. Traveller - The traveller is used to control the shape of the main

sail, as are the outhaul, cunningham and. the optional boom vang dis· 
cussed below. The traveller can be left in the center position under all 

normal sailing conditions and by simply playing the mainsheet in and 

out, the boat will handle very nicely. Many skippers do not use the 

traveller until they are actually engaged in sailboat racing. Essentially, 
the traveller allows you to make subtle adjustments to the leech 

(trailing edge) of the mainsail. Its effect is to haul the boom inboard 

without pulling it downwards. There are many schools of thought re

garding the position of the traveller in light versus heavy wind conditions. 

Experience and study will lead to the effective use of the traveller 

should you decide to race your boat. 



4. Outhaul - The outhaul is a line used to control the curve of the ----. 

mainsail (called camber). The heavier the winds, the flatter the sail. 

This is a general rule and it becomes a critical factor in achieving boat 

speed 'only when racing. Different skippers will devise a variety of 

the outhaul while the bOil! is under"Jay 

boat th an adjustable outhaul 

;ons while at the dock am: in 

outhaul 

insail is 
. The manufacturer h,,;; 

ordered through your 

gauqc 

an 

ava 

If your 

clew of the sail out towards end of 1 hoom 

ami ng th' the pad eye located tile hoom. 

Easing off on the tension on the outhaul linc will increase the fullness 

of the mainsail for "light airs" sailing conditions. 

5. ~lJllninqham - The cunningham adjustment is used to control the 

luff (leading edge) of the mainsail. Once again, a variety of devices can 

be arranged to ease its operation. Generally speaking, the rule is to 

tighten down on the cunningham line as the wind increases in velocity 

he Iine as the wind decred:;ros. The t the 

on the cunningham. this 

of the tension on thr (·dge, 

c;ail to move aft. For 

a is that the cunningham 

enough to remove any wrinkles in the luff of the sail for moderate to 

heavy winds - looser in lighter winds. 

6.t:3oom Vang (Optional) - The boom vang prevents the boom 

from raising up into the air while sailing on a reach or executing a jibe. 

The tendency of the boom to lift makes the boat more difficult to handle 

in heavier wind conditions. The boom yang in all mnd conditions 

devm and cleated to the 

\0 

~;h!:9ud Adjusters· The have 

,', 


adjusters which !Jar control the bend in the ni(lst and completely 

control the rake of the mast. The exact amount of tension to place on 

the forestay and shrouds depends on the wind and sea conditions, and on 

the weight of the skipper and crew. In general terms, the mast should 

be stayed a little tighter in heavier winds and loosened up somewhat for 

light winds. By the same token, the rule is tighter rigging for choppy 

seas and looser riqqinq for flat water. 

'lg the boat, the tiller has acting 

able to relieve these pressures theUIXl" 

lenuth Raking the mast forwijf will 

change the balance of the boat and the feel of the tiller. A good book 

on sailing theory can advise you further on this matter. Also, see page 

9 of this manual, "Tuning the Mast." 

8. HalyariL - The halyard line is used to raise and lower the sails. 

There is a halyard provided for each sail. It is a good idea to lower the 

Wliid decreases the sail life 

sudden gust or wind shift 

lock at the top of the 

the mast before If the IS 

you leave the boat for any time. Sail flapping 

considerably. Besides 

dockside capsize. A 

by first pulling the 

the halyard line 

properly locked, 

you will feel the halyard locking ball click into place at the top of the 

mast. The rope tail of the wire halyard is tied off at the halyard cleat 

located at the base of the mast. (See Halyard Lock Illustrated on Page 2) 

CENTERBOARD 

The centerboard has been fiberglassed and sanded to a fine racing 

/\'though this is a tough should be taken to 

board stored in an up' water. If the board 

the direct sunlight. 

cracks in the glass. A 

nut of the boat keep 
and cause serious 

del"mtnat;on.- See your General 

The centf'rhoard can easi Iy be removed by unscrewing the four 

bolts from the stainless steel plate that holds tHe board. The plate and 

board can then be lifted out. 

RUDDER 

The rudder is made of the S2!11e material as the daggerboard and 

cared for in the same 

"Ithough it is virtually 

nldlrltenance free, it is a good Idea to cleim the surface from time to 

time if you wish to maintain a new look. Also when trailering be careful 

to wrap the mast where it has contact with another surface. This will 

prevent scratching of the anodized surface. The halyard wire should 

be waxed from time to time to insure a smooth easy pull. The top of 

the mast is factory sealed and should be checked for leakage, by taking 

bottom cap off Jnd pouring water in. If water leaks out of the head 

you can see the spot and lieone sealer over the 

wipe off the excess. will reduce the possi· 

urtling. 

l!last is made of anod ized 
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TEAK TRIM 

The teak can be allowed to bleach out with no maintenance, or you 
can every so often wipe on with a rag some teak oil available at your 

marine dealer . Un·oiled teak can in time take on weather splits. However, 

they can be sanded and then oiled. Oiled teak will look new for years. 

You ca n varnish your teak but it is not necessary. 

BOOM ,( 
The boom is made of the same mat erial as the mast and can be main· 

ttained in the same manner . Be careful not to let the boom fall onto the 

boat when you let the sail down. This can chip the gelcoat on the boat. 

HIKING STRAPS 

Hiking straps are provided and can be adjusted for more or less slack. 

Screws should be checked before racing to make sure they have no t 

worked loose . A slipped hiking strap can cause you to fall out of the 

boat. 

TILLER 

Your tiller can be removed from the tiller cap by pushing it all the 

way backwards and rotating it upside down so that the screw on the end 

is facing down. Now you can slip the tiller out. A ~~stion is to attach 

a shock cord snugly from hiking straps and over the tiller. This will 

bring the tiller straight ahead if you should accidently drop the tiller. 

The length of the tiller extension is optional and is necessary to steer the 
boat while hiking out. 

OPTIONAL BEACHING RUDDER~ 

The optional beaching rudd er allows skippers to pull their boats 

onto a beach. It is also advantageous where shallow launching conditions 

exist. The boat can be launched with the rudder installed on the 

transom but in the up position . Then the boat is walked or paddled 't,., 
into deeper waters where the rudder and dagger board are quickly lowered. 

When lowering the beaching rudder you simply push th e rudder into 

the fully down position , and tighten the locking lever . You should ex· 

periment with the beaching rudder to determine just how hard you will 

want to tighten the locking lever . The idea is to adjust the locking de· 

vices such that if you strike a submerged object or sand bar the rudder 

can pop up without damage. However. you would not want it to pop up 

due to the pressure of the water against it while sailing in brisk winds. 

Be sure to keep it sufficiently tight to prevent this from happening. 

-6

DRAINING THE HULL 

When you first put your boat into water, you will want to complete 

a preliminary check of the hull and centerboard well. The way to tell if 

you have any minor leakage problems is to sail the boat in the normal 

manner and then upon h.auling out the boat, open the stern drain plugs 

while the boat is still on the trailer inclined on the ramp. You should 

always check these drain plugs prior to sailing and make sure they are 

tightly closed. If the plastic washer is not seated properly, you may 

incur leakage around the drain plugs, so verify that the plugs themselves 

are not the source of your leakage before looking any further. 

You may experience some small amount of water inside the hull due 

to condensation of moisture. This is negligible and should not be a 

reason for any concern . Minor leaks can be sealed with a good marine 

silicone sealing compound if required. 

If the boat has been capsized, you should always drain the hull 

when you haul it out. Never try to haul out a boat that has gallons of 

water inside, unless it rests evenly (flat) or on a soft surface. The 

weight of the water could damage the hull. 

LAUNCHING AND TRAILERING 

General trailering procedures for trailerable sailboats are discussed 

in the GENERAL HANDBOOK which accompanies this manual. 

Beyond those, there are a few special considerations relative to your 

particular trailer model that need to be discussed. 

To begin with, the trailer has a "breaking" device locoted onthe 

central cross bar. This device allows you to "break" the trailer in the 

middle when launching on a poor incline and thusly tilt the rear 

portion of the trailer to help ease the boat off and into the water. 

It is not necessary to immerse the wheels and bearings of this type of 

trailer. Instead, the trailer is backed into the water until the water level 

just reaches the tire rims. With the emergency break firmly set, and 

after the trailer winch bow line has been replaced by a dock line, the 

trailer can be "broken" by releasing the proper lever. While shoving the 

boat straight back into the water. the rear portion of the trailer will 

automatically tilt up and aid you in sliding the boat free. 
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l,lUnching by sure to reset locking levet connected the bow stem 
before 'ving up the When hauling your boat, once 

5. i\1 point, a word of caution. Wili 
aqa!l1 b,,;',k" the tret :IS you winch hoat onto the 

the bOil! ',hould remain secured to the! 
trailer. lever before IeJvlnU the ramp. 

trailer must remain locked onto the trailer hitch, otherwise, when you 
It will not be necessary to use this lock release on a properly designed climb into the stern of the boat your weight might lift the bow of the 
ramp. boat and the front of" trailer, causing the stern of the boat to drop 

suddenly and hit the concrete. In the process. the person stepping the 
trailer is equi WI down belt designed 1 ... 

mast his balance 
pit.;s the boat (I,ut tw \'.:hich rides of the boatL 

6. irl the the boat, mast whileIf tim is cinched whl . it may slip stretch while you 
the mast fuot into the mast step tabernacle located just forward of theare traveling. It pays to stop occasionally along your route and check the 
centerboard well. Your crew may be of some aid in helping to guide thetension on the belt. Otherwise your boat may shift on the trailer and 
mast foot into the tabernacle.possibly the hull could get scratched on the trailer's fenders. 

7. Step the mast by raising it in both hands over your head and 

the extra b"tt is left ovel nching down forward the centerline of cockpit until 

VVI :t from flappi 'f/hile travelimL thusly reduCt' mast and shck in the has been taken 

the pms;bility of the up while un the road 8. you are mast, the hooks up the 

to the bow stem plate. All shrouds and forestay cables should be 
While trailering, the mast should ride on the forward mast support secured with pins. 

of the trailer and be >ccurely tied e!own at that point. The foot of the 
9. The mast is upstepped in the exact reverse of the stepping pro' 

m;y;t ride either '0, ,tern or til"ci the transom 
cedure, However, after the unfastens the force,tay, he should 

with ;1 I1l1l1imum of way, be sur the mast 
ceed stern of the station hirn,,,! there with hands 

prcvPlll scratching th' Some sai 'Of'. heavy rubber 
high head. As pper lowers the crew can 

shock cis for secur inU during travel beG; their quick· 
support it and aid in walking the mast forward where it will come to lie 

release feature. 
gently on the centerline of the boat. 

10. It is not necessary to disconnect the shrouds after unstepping 
STEPPING THE MAST the milst Leiwe them connected and ready future sailing 

11. Make; all tie-downs secure before the boat 
mast is held Standing Furestay, Po,' highwilv. 
;me! Starbod design of hoat does not 

require an aft stay. 

To step the mast: TUNING THE MAST 


Cr:nnect the c;i'ain plates side of deck 

"tuning" the of the 

behle starting to step 
and forestay. 

r,;ake certain e not tangled are tied do'.'m inch in the shrouds forestay without sails up. 
rwally to the halyard cleats at the base of the mast. out the shrouds equally on both sides and taking up on the forestay will 

3. Lay the mast on top of the boat (uown the centerline) with "rake" the mast forward to releave undesired pressure on the boat's helm. 

the grove of the mast face down and the mast foot forward at the bow Reversing this process, that is, letting out the forestay a notch or two 
:::)ver tIe transom. and on the shrouds equally, will mast to "rake" 

are a:,d clear of and lean will have experiment until you the boat 

for the fo' a mOdCriJte 'Nind with very I sideways 
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How to bend on sails is discussed in the GENERAL HANDBOOK. 

Generally speaking, adjust the shrouds with an eye to keeping the 

mast straight up and down athwartships, that is, from side to side rather 

than in a forward and aftward direction. While sailing, the mast may have 

a slight bow in it in a forwards and aftwards direction. The boat has a 

mast known as a "bendy spar" and will normally bow forwards slightly. 

It should not bow in the athwartships direction to any appreciable degree 

and it should not bow aft. 

The spreaders on the mast come equipped with adjustment screws. 

The adjustable spreader allows the skipper greater control over the fore 

and aft bending of the mast, but the exact setting of the screws is only 

of critical concern to the competitive racer . In the beginning, you can 

set the adjustment screws at a point where the shroud remains in a 

straight line when sighting up the shroud to the top of the mast. When 

the spreader swings to the fully aft position and then stops against the 

spreader bracket, this is when the shroud should be in a straight line. 

Later on, should you get involved with racing and add a "mast partner" 

to the boat, you will want to reset the screws. 

Lubricating the halyard cables with WD·40 or wax will ease the process 

of raising and lowering sails. 

Once the halyard is locked, tie it off to the cleat at the base of the 

mast and roll up the excess line to keep it out of your way. The jib sail 

has no locking device on the halyard and should simply be tied off on 

the other available cleat at the base of the mast and also roll up neatly. 

Pull the jib ur tight enough that it hLls no "scilllors" or sagging in 

the cloth along the forestilY. ..... 
SELF BAILING HULL AND RIGHTING PROCEDURE 

One of the very nice features of your boat model is the Self 

Bailing Hull. Should the boat be accidentallv capsized in a sudden gust 

of wind, the cockpit will automatically drain itself of water in a matter 

of seconds. For reasons of safety and comfort, this is a feature you can 

be proud of in your new boat. Please keep the drain holes in the transom 

, clear of obstructions. Never sail your boat without the hatch cover 

securely attached. 

Righting the boat after accidental capsize is very simple if done 

correctly. Many sailing schools encourage the new sailor to in

tentionally capsize his boat on a light wind day and in warm waters, 

so that in the event of heavier weather the righting procedure is under

stood and [lroperly executed. 

- 10

Since the boat is sailed with two or more people on board, the duties 

that accompililY a capsize should be divided among the skipper and the 

crew. Upon capsize, the skipper should immediately swim around to the 

centerboard and climb up onto it. This step beyond all others must be 

done immediatclj!. The crew should make certain that the jib sheet and 

main sheet lines are uncleated and that the sheets are clear to run free. 

Then the crew should swim out to the top of the mast and give it an 

upward boost. The boat will right itself immediately. 

As the boat comes upright in the water, the skipper should give the 

hull a counter push to keep the boat from continuing to roll on over and 

capsize on the other side. Sometimes a little puff of wind on the luffing 

sails is all it takes to send a sailing dinghy right into a capsize on its 

other side. But as we have mentioned, the skipper is in a position to pre

vent this. The skipper and crew should climb in the boat from the 

stern . 

The rudder of your boat should always be secured with a locking 

device while you are underway . If the rudder is not locked onto 

the stern, the rudder can falloff during capsize and you won't be 

able·to steer your boat. If you neglect to properly lock your rudder 

onto to the transom, and in the event you should ever capsize and 

lose your rudder, take down all the sails immediately and paddle the 

boat into the dock or shore . Always make certain your rudder pintle 

locking device is functioning properly before goiilg sailing. 

Remember, don't pilnic, your boat cannot sink as it has built in 

positive flotation . 
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CORONADO 15 LASS ASSOCI ION 

Dear Coronado 15 Owner: 

behalf the Coronado 15 Class Assoclat,on we would like 

congratulate you on your ownership and welcome you to our sailing 

fraternity. 

We would especially like to make sure that you send us your address 

and sail number on the Registration Card in your Warranty folder. The 

year membersh' in the National Assoc,ation has been prepaid by 

deait'L This will tlUtomatically include you in and all news

letters and special bulletins pertaining to racing and rules. The newsletter 

contain sailing mainten,Hlce suggestions, photos and 

activities Zibout Corooado 1!'i. 

The associiltion will endeavor to maintain high standards and strict one 

desicln rulle, for you, We will be happy to suggestions fronl you. 

We hope to heJr from you soon. 
t'''''.... 

COROf\JADO 15 CLASS ASSOCIATION 

CLOSING WORDS 

The manufacturer believes that you will enjoy countless hours of 

f un and relaxation sailing your Coronado 15, you will practice proper 

sailing and safety procedures both on land and on water. Take good 

care of your boat and take the time to learn the different phases of 

[jood seamanship, 

GOOD SAILiNGI 

CAPRI SAILBOATS 

-12
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CORONl\DO 15 

T "', ' 
..LJ. u . .r'... 15 ' 411 
BL',~1 5" " 
DRAFT 'BOARD UP 4 " 

BOi;RD DOHN 3' (311 

hTEIG:~T 385 LBS 

SAIL AREA, RhTED, MAI~ JIB 
I\7EIGET OF SAILCLOTH, CATALIN1\ Sl\ILS 

MAIN + JIB 3.9 oz. 

DISTANCE FROM WATERLIN2 TO MASTHEAD 

RECOl<:1ENDF NUf.:rmp 0 eREI'; 

COHMON RA'l'INGS CLASS RACINGI 

8-28-86 


139 SQ. Fl'. 

22' 8" 
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